**Special Halloween tips for Leverites**

With Halloween almost upon us, it's time for many Harvard students to start thinking about what costumes they want to wear, and how best to scare their friends. For those of us in Leverett, though, there are a few costume choices that are sure to be extra scary:

- **Show up to Not Just Sherry Hour dressed as a giant beard trimmer.** Says Chief, “There is nothing scarier than the thought of my losing my beard. I’ve been cultivating this for more years than you can possibly know.”
- **Dress up as a United Nations resolution that decrees, “Monkey bread has been banned forever.”** It won't hold up under scrutiny, but it's sure to shock some residents when they first see it.
- **Wear a Sad Siri costume.** Nothing would be scarier than the sight of always-chipper tutor Siri Uotila wearing a frown. Says Siri, “Just the thought of seeing a sad version of myself, even for a moment, is enough to bring me down a notch – I’m all the way down at elated. Elated! I’m usually ecstatic! This is serious. I can't imagine how scary it would be to actually see someone wear this horrible costume. I really hope no one does it.”
- **Dress up as Mather House.** Everyone will be terrified to see such an ugly building. Bring your costume to community dinner for maximum effect, when you can prey on the eyes of Leverites who thought they would be safe from the offending sight of Mather while eating dinner in beautiful McKinlock.
- **If you want to scare Leverett’s resident bunny population, put on a rabbit costume, and spend three days in the courtyard integrating yourself into the local rabbit society. Then, at midnight on Halloween, take off your rabbit mask and reveal yourself.**

This advice does come with a warning, however. These Halloween ideas are seriously scary, and not for the faint of heart. Not only will you induce panic in the hearts of everyone you come across, but you also run the risk of passing by a mirror and, forgetting yourself for a moment, scaring the living daylights out of yourself.
Michael Egunda (‘16) feels so passionately about Star Wars IV at Leverett Movie Night that he has decided to circulate a petition, not just around Leverett House, but to heads of state and Harvard graduates as well. “I think it is very important for Leverett House to recognize that for some people, this could be the first time they see Star Wars, and if they start out of context it will be very confusing for them.” Egunda not only has an enthusiastic following among undergraduates, but also can count on the support of three leading presidential candidates. “When Clinton, Sanders, and even Trump agreed that this would be a good idea, I knew I could garner the support of others in Leverett House to get this thing done.”

When asked why he feels so passionately about this movie, Egunda at first thought the question was rhetorical. Then, after a good laugh and regaining of composure, he responded: “the Star Wars trilogy is unlike anything else ever created. It really defines science fiction as a genre in video entertainment, and the students here need to see the genesis of this movement.” He added: “Star Wars got me through every single college application, heart break, and period of uncertainty throughout my life, and I know it will help the students here in the same ways it has helped me.”

Because the title of this Friday’s movie has not been released yet, The Hare Today thought it appropriate to ask how he would react if Star Wars V were chosen instead. “Oh I definitely have a plan for that”, says Egunda, “I would just watch Star Wars IV at 5 PM and then go see Star Wars V at 7:30 PM with everyone else.”

“Traveling through hyperspace ain't like dusting crops, farm boy.”

The unsung hero of Leverett House